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+++ On Lesvos: 10 years Welcome to Europe +++ In constant operation: 5 years Watch The

Med Alarm Phone +++ De-Confiscation Now! - Statement on the Malta Summit +++ 3-6 

October in Jena: 25 years The Voice Refugee Forum +++ 5 October in Pforzheim: Day of 

action against deportation prison +++ 10.10. in Berlin: Premiere of the Mediterranean-

Monologues +++ 12.-14.10. in Erfurt: Meeting of We`ll Come United +++ 18.-20.10. in Berlin:

Strategy Conference of Bewegungsstiftung +++ 21.10. in Berlin: "Return at any price? - 

Medico event +++ Campaign "me against deportation" +++ Roundletter No. 3 from "In which

society do we want to live?"! +++ Review: 24.8. in Dresden: Indivisible and Power Parade 

Block; 31.8. in Paderborn and Büren: Major demonstration against 100 years of deportation

detention; 20.9. Global strike of the climate (justice) movement +++ Outlook: 1.-3.11.: Tri-

bunal goes Chemnitz +++

DEAR FRIENDS!

Ten years Welcome to Europe, five years WatchTheMed Alarm Phone: two transnational 

networks are more active than ever and have little reason to celebrate in view of the persistently 

repressive to deadly EU border regime. But they can look back on a continuous and effective 

practice that has left its mark across Europe, built solidarity structures and made countless 

friendships.

www.w2eu.info emerged in September 2009 - 

in the middle of the fightings during the No-

border-camp on Lesvos. In this respect, it was 

no coinci-dence that in the past few days over 

60 activists with all kinds of migration experiences

met again on this Greek island, see http://lesvos  .

w2eu.net. They protested with music flash mobs 

and me-morials in and against the monster hot 

spot Moria, but above all they were on the road 

in an effort to encourage people in transit, not 

least with the fighting experiences of the past ten years there.
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alarmphone.org started in October 2014 as an 

emergency call project against dying at sea in the 

central Mediterranean. But at the same time 

alarm plans for the Aegean Sea as well as for 

crossings from Morocco to Spain were worked out.

Over the past five years, the hotline project 

has accompanied and supported a total of 

over 2800 boats on all three flight routes. 

Today it is better than ever anchored in the re-

spective regions and communities of refugees and

migrants. Welcome to Europe and Alarm Phone have developed into continuous infrastructures 

for the right to freedom of movement, following the tenacity of migratory movements in the 

fight against the EU border regime. They form practical approaches for "corridors of solidarity" 

from external borders to inner cities. Or as the forthcoming 5-year brochure of the Alarm Phone is 

titled: "From the Sea to the City". 

"40,000 people filled the streets of Dresden 

with solidarity on 24 August 2019 - that was

not a sign, that is a strong announcement! 

We have made it unmistakably clear: Together we

will not only fight against the shift to the right, 

but also fight for a different, open and free so-

ciety...". Thus the indivisible coordination group 

formulates very aptly in an initial assessment of 

the great mobilization in and after Saxony. We'll

Come United was one of the main organisers of the Power Parade Block, in which more than 

10,000 people led the huge demonstration with ten trucks, see also https://www.welcome-united.

org/de/trucks-3/ . 

"MigrAntifa" was one of the central slogans to express new search and connection processes for

the mobilization in Dresden. The next meeting of We'll Come United will take place in Erfurt in 

October, where further focal points will be defined and structures expanded. One week later, Bewe-

gungsstiftung will host a strategy conference in Berlin. Not least against the background of the 

mass mobilizations of the climate (justice) movement, many activists from various movements will 

work together to create a common reflection space for cross-movement exchange.

"Connecting processes! We consider these to be decisive if we want to make mutual progress in 

the direction of a socio-ecological transformation". Thus the initiative "In which society do we 

Open Arms im August 2019 vor Lampedusa
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want to live?" explaines its participation in the conference and we will report in the AntiRa Kompass 

in November about all these perspective discussions for the „uprisings into the 2020s" in more 

detail. 

With solidarity greetings from the Kompass team
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DATES AND INFORMATION FOR 
OCTOBER 2019

ON LESVOS: 10 YEARS WELCOME TO EUROPE

In the compass for September we had already 

referred to the 10-year brochure of w2eu: 

http://infomobile.w2eu.net/files/2019/07/w2eu-

10years-booklet-EN-201906-screen.pdf  

In the week from 23 to 29 September, w2eu had 

invited to meetings and actions in Lesvos. 

Following the report of a successful music flash mob in the Hot Spot Moria, the following day there 

was a festival with bands and films and an exhibition of and with refugees and migrants who had 

fought their way through the Aegean in recent years. There were also two impressive memorials in 

memory of the people who died in the sea and in the Moria camp as a result of the EU border 

regime.  

„We sing for freedom in 

all of our languages“ - 

Music flash-mob around

Moria hot-spot - 27th of

September 2019

The olive-grove besides 

Moria hot spot is huge. 

More the 13.000 people 

stuck are under horrible 

conditions inside and outside the monstrous hot spot prison Moria. In the olive grove, the informal 

camp behind the official one, the tents with plastic-covers grew to an own village. With several self-

constructed bakeries, street vendors selling vegetables and other stuff along the main street, barbers

and various other small businesses... Everywhere dust and the smell of wet clothes, electricity cables,

paletts of wood. Overcrowded and hard to imagine and to describe, if you did not see and smell and 

feel it live. Everywhere children in all ages. Most of their time people spend cueing for food, water, 

showers, toilets, clothes - and waiting and hoping for a chance to get a transfer to the mainland to 

finally continue their journey.

And then there is the sound of music. Appearing first in one corner within the tents. Then in the 

next and in the next… Small groups walk up the hill, mixed teams of musicians and people making 

connections and chatting in various languages. Many among us who crossed this rocky path be-

fore three years, before 10 years – remembering and feeling shared pain with the ones now here. 

Moving among the tents; through the tiny roads jumping over ropes. Stopping, being invited for 

tea. Meeting friends from the days before and meeting relatives. And then starting to play, to bring 

people together. We want to share this moment in which you can just forget for some minutes this 

whole shit. In teams as mixed as our group to show that solidarity has no borders.
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READ MORE INCLUDING FOOTAGES AND PHOTOS HERE: HTTP://LESVOS.W2EU.NET/2019/09/28/WE-SING-FOR-

FREEDOM-IN-ALL-OF-OUR-LANGUAGES/

AND LAST UPDATE ON 30.9.2019, AFTER ANOTHER FIRE IN MORIA:

HTTP://LESVOS.W2EU.NET/2019/09/30/THIS-WAS-NOT-AN-ACCIDENT/ 

IN CONSTANT OPERATION: 5 YEARS WATCHTHEMED ALARM PHONE

"Five years of WatchTheMed Alarm Phone. 60 months during which we came into contact with 

around 2,800 boats on the various routes in the Mediterranean and accompanied and supported 

them on their way. 1,800 days during which we were on standby 24/7 for people in distress at sea. 

Hardly anyone could have imagined this when the project was launched in October 2014 by around 

50 activists. Today, the network com-prises around 200 members in many cities in Europe and North

Africa.". With these sentences be-gins the introduction of a booklet which will be published on 11 

October 2019, the 5th anniversary of the Hotline project. And the Alarm Phone is still in constant 

operation in September, almost no day and above all no night without emergency calls from the 

Mediterranean...

CURRENT REPORTS ON THE THREE CENTRAL FLIGHT ROUTES AS WELL AS THE BOOKLET IN GERMAN, ENGLISH AND 

FRENCH FROM 11.10. ON THE WEBSITE: WWW.ALARMPHONE.ORG 

DE-CONFISCATION NOW! STATEMENT ON THE MALTA-MEETING

Interior Minister Seehofer had announced in advance that 25% of those rescued at sea in Italy and 

Malta would be taken up in Germany and that this should be celebrated as a new humanity in the 

Mediterranean Sea at a small summit of EU interior ministers (with a new Italian colleague) in 

Malta. Even Der Spiegel describes the meeting as a further summit of fortress Europe. In a joint 

statement, several sea rescue and anti-racist organisations had summed up the hypocrisy of the 

meeting in advance. We document:

De-Confiscation of all Rescue Ships NOW! September 23, 2019

In light of today’s meeting in Malta where five EU interior ministers convene to discuss a relocation 

quota for migrants rescued in the Mediterranean, we issue this collective statement to demand the 

immediate release of all NGO rescue ships: „The EU border regime blocks all safe legal passages and 

forces refugees and migrants to move on hidden routes and travel on unseaworthy boats. Shame on 

you. The EU is unwilling to organise a proper sea-rescue program for those affected by their policies.

Instead, illegal push/pull-back collaboration between aerial assets of the EU and Libyan forces is a 

daily practice. 

Shame on you.

When individuals and organisations from the civil society intervene to rescue lives at sea, the EU and

its member states criminalise them. While people are dying and drowning, the EU and its member 

states keep life-saving rescue ships confiscated. Shame on you.

We demand:

— Immediate de-confiscation of all civil rescue ships in Italy!

— Immediate end to the EU collaboration with Libyan forces!
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— No continued efforts to criminalise sea rescue!

— Open harbours in Italy and Malta, immediate disembarkation after rescue!

— Quick relocation and distribution of refugees and migrants according to their wished destination 

countries and particularly in collaboration with solidarity and sanctuary cities all over Europe!

Sea Watch, Mediterranea Saving Humans, Welcome to Europe-Italy, Borderline-Europe, INURA, 

Ajuntament de Barcelona-Global Justice Department and WatchTheMed Alarm Phone

03. - 06.10.2019 JENA: 25 YEARS THE VOICE REFUGEE FORUM

Invitation to the Silver Jubilee 1994 -2019 | 25 Years 

Anniversary of “The VOICE” Refugee Forum

Faulloch/Haus auf der Mauer, Johannisplatz 26, 

07743 Jena

Breaking the Culture of Deportation - Deportation is 

the last ring of the slavery chain | RefugeeBlackBox - 

Solidarity (Initiated in 2017)

Do you want to live in a world where we refugees 

and migrants are not reduced to numbers without 

dignity? Where millions of us do not have to risk our lives in the desert or the Mediterranean Sea to 

seek a better life? Where we are not divided into bad and good ones? In a world where refugees are 

not only „welcome“ and treated as objects by German and European charity and paternalistic Net-

works? Do you want us to be the designers of our own lives and struggles in solidarity with each 

other?

Do you want to live in a world that guarantees the right to freedom of movement to everybody in 

this world and not only those of privileged countries, without fear of oppression and persecution? 

Do you want to unite with others in solidarity to fight everyday racism, the colonial injustice of de-

portation and exclusion of refugees?Do you want to effectively do something to improve society to-

wards peace and justice? Come to The VOICE Refugee Forum celebration of 25 years of self-

organization of autonomous refugee struggles!…

PROGRAM AND MORE HERE: HTTP://THEVOICEFORUM.ORG/NODE/4649 

05.10.2019 PFORZHEIM: ACTION DAY AGAINST DEPORTATION PRISON

On 5 October 2019, the Antiracist Network Baden-

Württemberg is calling for a day of action around the 

deportation prison in Pforzheim: "...In Pforzheim innocent 

people are in prison. They did not have the right papers, 

they had claimed their right to freedom of movement. For 

this reason alone they are in prison, sometimes for 

months. Prisoners who do not willingly sign everything, 
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protest or even exercise their right to freedom of expression are punished with solitary confinement 

inside the prison. There are separate cells for this.

The isolated have no contact with other prisoners. They have to wear institutional clothing, are not 

allowed to shower or change clothes. During the isolation they are not given anything to shorten the 

time. No book, no magazines, no prayer chain, no radio - nothing. And they don't know how long 

they have to stay in solitary confinement. That can be up to eight gruelling long days.

Deportation and solitary confinement must stop! 

FURTHER INFORMATION: 

HTTP://STOP-DEPORTATION.DE/ABSCHIEBEHAFT-ABSCHAFFEN-ISOLATION-DURCHBRECHEN/ 

HTTPS://WWW.AKTIONBLEIBERECHT.DE/BLOG/WP-CONTENT/UPLOADS/2019/09/FLYER-HAFT-2_FINAL_13.09.PDF 

10.10.2019 BERLIN: PREMIERE OF THE MEDITERRANEAN MONOLOGUES

Stage for Human Rights in Berlin - Documentary Theatre 

After 700 performances of the Asylum-Monologues, Asylum-

Dialogues and NSU-Monologues, the... MITTELMEER-MONOLOGE 

narrate of the politically resistant Naomie from Cameroon and 

Yassin from Libya, who find themselves on a boat to Europe, of 

brutal 'coast guards' and dubious sea rescue centres and of 

activists* who oppose dying on the Mediterranean.

Activists from the Alarm Phone make pressure to the coastguards 

to look for people in distress at sea or learn at Seawatch to save 

people from drowning - in short, they do the most natural thing 

that is anything but self-evident in 2019: to save human lives.

It is as if the actors reach out directly to the people in the audi-

ence, reach out to them and drag them into a world that will no 

longer leave the viewers cold from now on: entangled, intertwined, connected and networked with 

the protagonists of the Mediterranean monologues, the audience follows the paths of the narrated 

stories with excitement ....

The Mediterranean monologues will celebrate their premiere on 10 October 2019 in the home port of

Neukölln. Following this, we would like to present the Mediterranean monologues germanwide.

After each performance there will be an audience discussion.

PLEASE WRITE TO US AT INFO AT BUEHNE-FUER-MENSCHENRECHTE.DE  IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO HOST THE 

MEDITERRANEAN MONOLOGUES.

12.-14.10.2019 ERFURT: MEETING OF WE`LL COME UNITED

After the successful mobilisation in Saxony on 24 

August, this meeting will focus on the further 

perspectives of the network. The "MigrAntifa" 

approach was mentioned in the introduction, but it

is also about the consolidation of the supraregional

Foto: Umbruch Bildarchiv 2019
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networking of self-organization and last but not least about the questions which priorities and forms

of action are to be set for 2020.

CONTACT: MAIL@WELCOME-UNITED.ORG, HTTP://UNITED-SOLIDARITY.ORG, WWW.WELCOME-UNITED.ORG

18.-20.10.2019 BERLIN: STRATEGY-CONFERENCE OF BEWEGUNGSSTIFTUNG

"...The challenges …

Social problems such as climate change, fortress 

Europe and the shift to the right confront social 

movements with major strategic challenges. The 

strategy conference provides space to ask ques-

tions, learn from each other and find answers.

The conference …

Together with many activists* from various 

movements, we will create a common space for 

reflection - for cross-movement exchange, for learning from each other and for making plans. We 

focus on effective strategic approaches in political action and the bundling of our forces. 

Bewegungsstiftung thus wants to make a contribution to strengthening social movements. (…)

MORE HERE: HTTP://WWW.BEWEGUNGSKONFERENZ.DE/WORUM-GEHTS.HTML 

REGISTRATION ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY! AND DEADLINE WAS ACTUALLY ALREADY THE 29.9.19...

21.10.2019 BERLIN: "RETURN AT ANY PRICE?" - MEDICO EVENT

Migration policy, counselling reality and situation in the countries.

Symposium (10:00-18:00) and evening event (19:00-21:00) on 21 October 2019, Location: Heinrich 

Böll Foundation - Federal Foundation Berlin, Schumannstr. 8, 10117 Berlin

The event is organized by Brot für die Welt, medico international, PRO ASYL and the Heinrich Böll 

Foundation. 

It is the declared aim of the Federal Government to increase the number of departures and in many 

cases it also dominates migration policy decisions in the EU. For this purpose, deportations and 

means to promote "voluntary return" are increasingly used. This project is being pursued irrespective

of the situation in some countries of origin, which contradicts a safe return and reintegration. 

In the pursuit of regulatory interests, development cooperation and programs to promote "voluntary 

return" are increasingly being used. By 2020, the BMZ has earmarked some 150 million euros for the

"Perspective Home" program alone in order to support return to countries such as Kosovo, Afghanis-

tan or Nigeria and to facilitate reintegration.

With this symposium we would like to draw a bow from the political debate here to the situation on 

the ground. What does it mean for refugees and migrants to return to countries marked by violent 

conflicts? Under what conditions can sustainable reintegration be assumed? How "voluntarily" does 

the return actually happen today and what do counselling centres find themselves confronted with? 

What is the scope for action?
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We would like to discuss these and other questions together with invited experts. An invitation and a

detailed program of the event will follow in the coming weeks.

REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED FOR THE SYMPOSIUM. PLEASE USE THE REGISTRATION FORM AT: 

HTTPS://CALENDAR.BOELL.DE/DE/EVENT/RUECKKEHR-UM-JEDEN-PREIS 

„ME AGAINST ABSCHIEBUNG“ - CAMPAIGN FROM MUNICH

„Seit "For over 20 years now we have been involved with our 

festival against deportations. Recently we have noticed that 

more and more people react to our topic with shrugging their 

shoulders, with ignorance or even acceptance. The outrage is 

noticeably diminishing. Deportations are now part of our 

everyday lives. We have long been accustomed to people being 

regularly picked up, imprisoned and forcibly deported into a 

mostly uncertain future. All too often we have heard of families 

being separated, schoolgirls being taken out of class, sick people

being picked up from the clinic and even flown out to crisis 

areas such as Afghanistan. The main thing is that they are 

gone. Do you agree? 

Never!

We do not agree! Let's send a strong signal together against insensibility! Let us take a stand and 

show position! It depends on each and every individual! Let us finally get into a rage and together 

with Rachel, Roland, Agnes, Jochen, Eva, Katja, Jens and you become active against this inhuman 

deportation policy.

Join us!

Join our campaign "ich against abschiebung". Position yourself against deportations with your name 

and your face and support us! Upload a photo of you and your name and show it: I am against 

deportation!…“

MORE HERE: HTTPS://WWW.RAGEAGAINSTABSCHIEBUNG.DE/MACH-MIT/

ROUNDLETTER NO. 3 OF „IN WHICH SOCIETY DO WE WANT TO LIVE?"

Global climate strike, Feminist Futures Congress, the persistence of migration and sea rescue, 

Transborder Summer Camp and indivisible demo in Dresden ... "Five current highlights that 

encourage and give hope that we will not be inactive against the shift to the right and the 

authoritarian and populist formations. Social movements have a grown mass base, contested spaces

in many fields. But let's not kid ourselves, the polarization of societies not only in Germany contin-

ues. The election results in Saxony and Brandenburg show us this not least. We are facing further 
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major challenges everywhere, but we do not have to hide our pole for a climate-justice, open and 

social society. 

In this respect, the strategy conference from 18 to 20 October, which we already advertised in 

our last newsletter, comes at the right time. (...) Part of this conference will be shaped by our initia-

tive and the questions of "In which society do we want to live? It is planned - alternating between 

small and large group discussions - to deepen the cross-movement search process, both in the fo-

cussed exchange of specific topics and with debates on challenges that affect us all. We therefore 

initiate cross-over discussions linked to the question of how we can, among other things, more 

strongly interconnect the social movements mentioned above.

We will document the (interim) results of this conference as comprehensively as possible and make 

them the starting point for what will be the focus of "In which society ...?! in 2020": Connecting 

processes! We consider these to be decisive if we want to make mutual progress towards a socio-

ecological transformation.“

HTTP://WELCHE-GESELLSCHAFT.ORG 

REVIEW

24.8.2019 DRESDEN: INDIVISIBLE, POWER PARADE BLOCK, UMBRUCH BILDARCHIV

"That was great - here you can review the demo:

• A selection of the photos of our

photographers can be found here:

https://www.unteilbar.org/dresden-fotos/

• The video of the day can be found here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lBEu-

wQM-hc&feature=youtu.be

• The recording of the livestream of the

final rally can be found here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=QcP7xZ6jcZc&feature=player_embedded

• All contributions of the final rally, sorted by thematic clusters, can be found here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=iua6SCtfr38&list=PLXbNnc7cfFQ8iz3rFfRxNcTTpdWX3bvsM&index=1

• The opening rally was also streamed live - we hope to be able to organise another

recording.

That wasn't a sign, that was a strong statement!

40,000 people filled the streets of Dresden with solidarity on 24 August 2019. We made it 

unmistakably clear: Together we will not only fight against the shift to the right, but also fight for a 
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different, open and free society, in which people of different religions, origins and sexes live together

on equal terms and in which poverty, injustice and discrimination belong to the past!

The second, no less important message is: the East can also be different! The vast majority of the 

participants came from Dresden and the surrounding area. Together with thousands of people from 

all over Germany, we have organised one of the biggest demonstrations Dresden has seen since 

1989. The solidarity society already exists. We don't give up - neither in Saxony nor elsewhere!..." 

MORE HERE: HTTPS://WWW.UNTEILBAR.ORG/DRESDEN/

Umbruch Bildarchiv introduces a great picture series with the following sentences: "Something 

happened on August 24, which seemed not to be possible in the face of the devastating conditions 

and effects of the shift to the right. Together there were 40,000 on the streets of Dresden, to bring 

together what belongs together. Namely all those who struggle against the continuing division and 

racism of this society.“

THE PHOTO PAGE UNDER: HTTPS://UMBRUCH-BILDARCHIV.ORG/UNTEILBAR-DRESDEN-2019/

31.8.2019 PADERBORN AND BÜREN: BIG DEMO AGAINST 100 YEARS OF DEPORTATION 
PRISON

From a speech I didn't make:

"...7231 people I alone have met behind the 

walls of the deportation prison. With the 

members of the association there are still 

many, many more. An unimaginable number. 

They have all been stolen from us and we 

from them. Human thieves are the people 

who deport others. Damned to steal people is 

one of the biggest crimes the state has com-

mitted in recent years. But it is not only the state, it is also the people who hide behind it. It is the 

employees of the Federal Office who steal people because they do not give them asylum. They are 

employees of the immigration authorities who steal them by picking them up at night. It is the 

policemen who help to steal people if they support the immigration authorities. It is the prison 

employees who steal people by imprisoning them. They are federal police officers and pilots who 

steal people by carrying out deportations. 7231 people were stolen. 7231 people. I know that if they 

hadn't been stolen, they would all have come to the demonstration here today. How many of them 

live in poverty, how many of them have been tortured, how many are dead, I don't know. And I do 

not want to know, because I cannot and will not bear it. If someone asked me why I go to jail every 

Thursday, I would tell him today it is the number 7231, or much better, it is the people behind the 

number. They are all a reason to go there regularly. They are a reason to engage me against this 

inhuman deportation machine. I hate the deportation prisons. I hate them, whether they are in 

Büren or elsewhere. And that is why we must take action against them. We must close them down. 
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Deportation prisons to forest glades, playgrounds or cool housing projects, no matter what, the main

thing is that they are gone. Finally let us demolish all these prisons and with them the complete 

deportation machinery! Everyone should have the right to live where his feet carry him in a free 

world!..."

ALL SPEECH CONTRIBUTIONS HERE: HTTP://100-JAHRE-ABSCHIEBEHAFT.DE/DE/SOLIDARITY#RB_DT  

IN ADDITION, AN INTERVIEW WITH LAWYER FAHLBUSCH ON DEPORTATION DETENTION: "50 PERCENT ILLEGAL 

DETENTIONS".

HTTPS://WWW.FR.DE/POLITIK/ABSCHIEBEHAFT-PROZENT-RECHTSWIDRIGE-INHAFTIERUNGEN-12959921.HTML

20.9.2019 GLOBAL STRIKE OF THE CLIMATE (JUSTICE) 
MOVEMENT 

The biggest climate strike in history - and that was just 

the beginning!

On September 20, 1.4 million people took to the streets in 

575 towns and cities throughout Germany under the motto 

#AlleFürsKlima to demonstrate for consistent climate policy 

and adherence to the 1.5 degree target. At almost the same 

time, the Climate Cabinet in Berlin presents an absolutely 

inadequate "climate package" and calls it a "breakthrough". 

20.09. is a day that leaves us speechless - in many respects. 

…

THE WHOLE STATEMENT HERE: 

HTTPS://FRIDAYSFORFUTURE.DE/RUCKBLICK-ALLEFUERSKLIMA1/ 

Seebrücke (sea-bridge) on strike!

What a success: On September 20, 1.4 million people in Germany alone went on strike for climate 

justice! The SEEBRÜCKE was on the road. In Berlin, for example, activists from the SEEBRÜCKE and 

from Ende Gelände blocked main roads to show that we would not let the Climate Cabinet get away 

with the disastrous proposals. In Cologne, Hamburg, Stuttgart and many other cities the SEEBRÜCKE 

followed up with a poster campaign during the action week: The climate crisis is a racism crisis!

SEEBRÜCKE is committed to safe flight routes and safe harbours and stands in solidarity with all 

those fighting for climate justice.

The perpetrators of the climate crisis in Europe are shutting themselves off and accepting that 

people die every day in the Mediterranean. The lack of a climate policy is not a coincidence, but a 

conscious policy of omission.

The SEEBRÜCKE is confronted with this policy on a daily basis: European politics can more easily 

imagine the mass drowning of people in the Mediterranean or the greatest extinction of animal 

species in the history of the earth than a fundamental change in the current economic system.

Yesterday we showed them all together: We, civil society, no longer accept this!

Climate justice means international solidarity, safe flight routes and freedom of movement for all!

HTTPS://SEEBRUECKE.ORG/NEWS/DIE-SEEBRUECKE-STREIKT-MIT/
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OUTLOOK

01.-03.11.2019 TRIBUNAL GOES CHEMNITZ

Invitation to Chemnitz - Come all!

We will hold a 3rd tribunal in November 2019 in Chemnitz and Zwickau, after Cologne 2017 and 

Mannheim 2018. At the tribunal in the Schauspiel in Cologne-Mülheim, the voices of the relatives of 

murder victims and survivors of the NSU terror series were used to accuse those responsible for the 

still unresolved NSU complex. In Mannheim, the history of migration in the FRG and the struggles of 

those affected by racism from a Baden-Württemberg focus were discussed further, told and made 

visible.

From November 1 to 3, we will organize another tribunal in Chemnitz and Zwickau, the cities in 

which the NSU terror group lived well networked during its series of murders, where in October 2018

right-wing hunts on migrant women* and several arson attacks on migrant restaurants were carried

out. We will indict those responsible for racist violence at the scene of the perpetrators and demand 

justice together with those affected. We will make the continuity of migration in Saxony visible, 

together we will sue for the society of the many, raise our voices and assert. We are the future, also 

in Saxony. 

FURTHER INFORMATION WILL BE UPDATED HERE: HTTPS://WWW.NSU-TRIBUNAL.DE/TRIBUNAL/  




